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ABSTRACT

In this paper we present a statistical model used to select cod-
ing parameters for a mixed resolution Wyner-Ziv framework
implemented using the H.264/AVC standard. This paper ex-
tends the results of a previous work for the H.263+ case to
the H.264/AVC coder, since the parameters need to be recal-
culated for the H.264 case. The proposed correlation estima-
tion mechanism guides the parameter choice process, and also
yields the statistical model used for decoding. This mecha-
nism is proposed based on extracting edge information and
residual error rate in co-located blocks from the low resolu-
tion base layer that is available at both ends.

Index Terms— distributed video coding, Wyner-Ziv, pa-
rameter estimation

1. INTRODUCTION

Distributed source coding (DSC), which has its roots in the
theory of coding correlated sources developed by Slepian and
Wolf [1], for the lossless case, and Wyner and Ziv [2], for the
lossy case, has been recently applied to video coding to en-
able a reversed complexity coding mode [3]–[8]. In reversed
mode, the encoder complexity is reduced by eliminating the
motion estimation task or obviating the need for full motion
search. The performance loss is partially recovered by a more
complex decoding process exploiting source statistics.

In previous works [9],[10] we proposed a mixed resolu-
tion framework that can be implemented as an optional cod-
ing mode in any existing video codec standard. In this frame-
work, the reference frames are coded exactly as in a regular
codec asI-, P - or referenceB-frames, at full resolution. For
the non-referenceP - or B- frames the encoding complexity
is reduced by low resolution (LR) encoding. At the decoder,
a high quality version of the non-reference frames are gen-
erated by a multi-frame motion-based mixed super-resolution
mechanism [9]–[12]. The interpolated LR reconstruction is
subtracted form this frame to obtain the side-information (SI),
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which is a Laplacian residual frame. Thereafter, the Wyner-
Ziv (WZ) layer is channel decoded to obtain the final recon-
struction.

In realistic usage scenarios for video communication us-
ing power-constrained devices, it is not necessary for a video
decoder to reproduce the signal immediately after reception.
Therefore, a feedback channel may not always be available.
In the mixed resolution approach, the LR layer can be im-
mediately decoded for real-time communications. More im-
portant, since the framework does not use a feedback chan-
nel for rate-estimation, it enables the enhancement layer to
be decoded offline. However, the elimination of the feedback
channel requires a sophisticated mechanism for estimatingthe
correlation statistics at the encoder, followed by mappingthe
estimated statistics to actual encoding parameters. A previous
work [13] presented a such estimation model using H.263+
as the regular codec. We present in this paper, as a continua-
tion [13], a statistical model as well as a mechanism to esti-
mate the model parameters for a memoryless coset code using
H.264/AVC.

2. WYNER-ZIV CODING MODE ON H.264/AVC

The basic architecture for the WZ coding mode can be found
elsewhere [9], [10]. Summarizing, at the encoder (shown in
Fig.1), the non-reference frames are decimated and coded us-
ing decimated versions of the reconstructed reference frames
in the frame store. Then the Laplacian residual, obtained by
taking the difference between the original frame and an inter-
polated version of the LR layer reconstruction, is WZ coded
to form the enhancement layer. Related work [14] has also
explored spatial reduction. Nevertheless, our mixed resolu-
tion approach, while less aggressive in complexity reduction,
may achieve better compression efficiency.

At the decoder, the LR image is decoded and interpolated.
The optional process of enhancement begins with the genera-
tion of the SI. The interpolated decoded frame and the refer-
ence frames are used to create a semi super-resolution version
of the current frame [11]. Then, it is subtracted from the in-
terpolated LR decoded frame. The resulting residual frame is
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Fig. 1. Architecture for the DVC encoding mode.

the actual SI frame to be used for channel decoding.

2.1. Enhancement Layer

Let the random variableX denote the transform coefficients
of the residual error frame. Then, the quantization ofX yields
Q : Q = φ(X,QP ), QP being the quantization step-size.
Next, the cosetsC : C = ψ(Q,M) = ψ(φ(X,QP ),M),M
being the coset modulus, are computed:

ψ(q,M) =

{

(Q) −M ⌊Q/M⌋ , (Q) −M ⌊q/M⌋ < M/2
(Q) −M ⌊q/M⌋ −M, (Q) −M ⌊Q/M⌋ ≥M/2

(1)
If quantization binq corresponds to interval[xl(q), xh(q)],

then the probability of the binq ∈ Ψq, andc ∈ Ψc are given
by:

p(q) =

∫ xl(q)

xh(q)

fX(x)dx (2)

p(c) =
∑

q∈Ψq,ψ(q,M)=c

p(q) =
∑

q∈Ψq,ψ(q,M)=c

∫ xl(q)

xh(q)

fX(x)dx,

(3)
The entropy coder that already exists in the regular coder

can be reused forC, but a different entropy coder conditioned
on M should yield better compression. For decoding, the
minimum MSE reconstruction function based on unquantized
side informationy and received coset indexc, is given by:

X̂Y C(y, c) =

∑

q∈Ψq,ψ(q,M)=c

∫ xl(q)

xh(q)
xfX|Y (x, y)dx

∑

q∈Ψq,ψ(q,M)=c

∫ xl(q)

xh(q)
fX|Y (x, y)dx

. (4)

The regularly coded reference frames and the LR layer
frames are assumed to be coded with quantization step-size
QPt. Therefore, the enhancement layer frames should be
ideally coded such that the distortion is at about the same
level as that obtained by regular coding withQPt. A rate-
distortion analysis to find the optimal encoding parameters
QP,M based on our statistical model, can be found else-
where [10], [15].

3. CORRELATION STATISTICS ESTIMATION

We assume a general enough statistical model:Y = ρX+Z,
whereX is a Laplacian distributed transform coefficient,Z is
additive Gaussian noise uncorrelated withX and0 < ρ ≤ 1 is
an attenuation factor expected to decay at higher frequencies.
It is necessary to have an accurate estimation ofσX andσZ
for the encoder parameter choice and for minimum MSE re-
construction at the decoder. Note that this is a generalization
of the simpler model:Y = X + Z [10], [11], [15]. However,
we can rewrite it asY/ρ = X + Z/ρ. Then, the same proce-
dure described in [9]–[11] can be applied by simply replacing
σ2
Z with (σZ/ρ)

2 and replacingY with Y/ρ during decoding.
We specialized the model parameters for each frequency

band (FB) within a block, where theFB is defined as di-
agonals in a transform block. Also note that the correlation
is obviously dependent on the quantization step-sizeQPt for
the reference frame and the LR layer. Besides, other vital in-
formation can be extracted from the LR layer to direct the
estimation process. Note that since any data from the LR
layer is available at both decoder and encoder, no overhead
bits need to be transmitted to convey this information. An
alternative approach may explicitly transmit some statistical
information. In this work, we adopt a no-overhead approach.
To generate the estimation models we use a training-based ap-
proach whereX (transform coefficients of Laplacian residual
of original frame) andY (transform coefficients of residual
after multi-frame processing) data for eachFB is collected
for a set of training video sequences for varying values ofQPt
along with the corresponding values of additional informa-
tion extracted from the LR layer. Then, we need to estimate
σX , σZ , ρ that are used to selectQP,M , for coset creation
and for MSE reconstruction.

3.1. Estimation ofσ2
X - variance of Laplacian residual co-

efficients

The variance of a Laplacian residual coefficient (σ2
X ) is not

the same at every block of a coded frame. It does not only
depend onQPt andFB, but also on the high frequency con-
tent of the block. If the original frame has a high edge content
it is likely that the error between the decimated-interpolated
version and the original one would be larger. Even though the
exact high frequency content in an original frame is not avail-
able at the decoder, we can use an edge activity measure of



the reconstructed LR block as a parameter to estimateσ2
X . It

is intuitive to think that the edge activity in the LR block will
be correlated with the energy of the high frequency coeffi-
cients of the Laplacian residual, while the energy at the lower
frequencies in the Laplacian residual will be more related to
QPt. The edge activity, denotedE, is computed as the accu-
mulated sum of the difference between neighbor pixels along
the lines and columns of a macroblock in the reconstructed
version of the interpolated LR frame. Then,σ2

X is modeled
as a function ofQPt, FB andE. That is:

σ2
X = f1(QPt, FB,E). (5)

We next assumeσ2
X to be proportional toQP 2

t . Further,
after processing the training data we find that it is enough to
linearly model the remaining part for eachFB, so that:

σ2
X = (k1,FBE + k2,FB)QP 2

t (6)

Fig. 2. Statistics estimation. Realσ2
x/QP

2
t vs. E and linear

approximation.

whereki,FB are constants that vary for each frequency band.
In Figure 2, we show the linear approximations used for
σ2
x/QP

2
t vs.E, compared to the real training data for the first

6 frequency bands.

3.2. Estimation of the correlation parameter

To estimate the correlation parameter, we use a simplified
model assuming that it only depends onQPt andFB:

ρX = f2(QPt, FB). (7)

Note that with higherQPt the variablesX andY should
be less correlated. The values ofρ obtained from the training
data set can be stored as pre-calculated tables at both encoder
and decoder.

3.3. Estimation of the variance of the Gaussian noise

To estimateσ2
Z from the training data set, we first calculate

Z = Y − ρX. Further, we conjecture thatσ2
Z , for a mac-

roblock in the enhancement layer depends on the residual er-
ror rateR used to code a colocated8 × 8 block in the LR
base layer along withQPt, FB andE. A higher rate in the
LR base layer indicates greater inaccuracy of motion estima-
tion at reduced resolution. Therefore, the multi-frame super-
resolution process is also likely to yield more inaccurate esti-
mate of the high-resolution frame at the decoder, leading an
increase inσ2

Z . However, sinceR also depends onQPt we
use normalized rateRn = R × QP 2

t in order to remove the
effect ofQPt. Thus, we can modelσ2

Z as:

σ2
Z = f3(QPt, FB,E,Rn). (8)

We next assumeσ2
Z to be proportional toσ2

X for a given
FB andRn, and the effect ofQPt andE to be withinσ2

X .
Furthermore, the remaining part is modeled linearly for each
FB, such that

σ2
Z = f3(k3,FBRn + k4,FB)σ2

X . (9)

4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

The parameter choice mechanism [10] and the proposed
model for estimating the correlation statistics were applied
to our mixed resolution framework using H.264/AVC as the
regular codec. In Figs.3 and 4 we compare the performances
of: (i) a regular H.264 codec working inIBPB...mode;(ii)
the LR base where the non-referenceB-frames are encode at
quarter resolution and interpolated at the decoder; and(iii)
the results from decoding both layers using the proposed
statistics model. In Fig.5 a similar result is presented, where
the regular H.264 codec is working inIPePrPe... mode.Pr
is a referenceP -frame, andPe is a disposable non-reference
P -frame, here thePe frames are at quarter resolution. For
low-motion and low-high-frequency content sequences (like
“mother and daughter”) our architecture may even outper-
form regular coding. However, for most sequences the re-
versed coding mode will perform below regular coding, but it
will be competitive. In Table 1, a coding time comparison is
made.

The reader may note that this statistic estimation method
can be used in other frameworks as well[16].



Table 1. Coding Time comparison. (FPS: frame per second)
Foreman CIF Sequence (299 frames)

Mode IPBPB (B-Frames are non-reference frames)
Conventional H.264/AVC
Total time (sec) 303.12 FPS 0.98
Wyner-Ziv mode on H.264/AVC (B-frames are WZ coded)
Total time (sec) 173.65 FPS 1.72
Reduced Total time 42.71% FPS Gain 75.51%
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Fig. 3. PSNR (dB) plots for Foreman CIF sequence encoded
in IBP mode.
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Fig. 4. PSNR (dB) plots for Coastguard CIF sequence en-
coded inIBP mode.
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